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ABOUT WADHAM

• Founded in 1610
• 450 undergraduates
• Linked with 11 areas including: Bedford, Bedfordshire and Luton
• One of the 38 Colleges that make up the University of Oxford
OUR VENUES

REDBORNE UPPER SCHOOL & COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Biddenham International School & Sports College

CHALLNEY High School for Boys
Enrichment scheme from Year 10 to Year 11

Students take part in a seminar series after school each half-term

Students visit Wadham and the University of Oxford with each school bringing 15 Year 10s (including their Wadham Project students)

STEM Careers Day (Bedford and Bedfordshire)

Support in Year 11 with next steps
AIMS

• To improve **knowledge** of the benefits of university
• To improve **super-curricular understanding**
• To increase understanding of how **university learning** differs from school learning
• To improve the **academic skills**, particularly in ways that would support them at university and school
• To develop **pupil confidence**
Year 11 Session Overview

- Summer Project (Year 10 into 11)
- A-Level guidance and next steps
- Study Skills
• Tie in with day-to-day access work
• Raising Aspirations Programme
• UCAS personal statement support
• Oxford Open Day accommodation
• UNIQ and Wadham Summer Schools
• Overlap with the University of Cambridge
Welcome!

Enjoy the experience

Embrace the opportunity
Get in touch

Email
access@wadham.ox.ac.uk

Website
https://www.wadham.ox.ac.uk/schools-and-outreach/the-wadham-project
Next Steps

• Complete the Pupil, Parent and Teacher Forms
  (https://www.wadham.ox.ac.uk/schools-and-outreach/the-wadham-project)

• Add the session dates to your calendar

• Complete the learner questionnaire form